Jinan **Haishui** Science and Technology Co., Ltd

**Add:** No.1 Shunhua Road, East District, Jinan HI-tech Development Zone, Shandong, China. Block - E_B418, Chuangye Plaza, Qilu software park.

**Tel:** +86-0531-83177902
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1. **Basic situations of Haishui**

Jinan Haishui Science and Technology Co., Ltd. is now a leading company in the industry of games and cartoons in Shandong province.

We take “**self-discipline and social commitment**” as our principle.

We have laid firm foundation and enjoy advantages in technology, teamwork, product and management in 3D/2D cartoons film, Chinese Ink Painting CG Animation, games and outsourcing services in digital media technology.

Along with the rapid development of domestic game and cartoon industry, we plans to establish a most competitive base in China for games, cartoons and digital media.
2. Qualifications of our company

- Outsourcing Service Enterprise in Jinan (approved by Jinan Foreign trade and economic cooperation Bureau)
- Double-soft Enterprise (approved by Shandong Software Industry association)
- Excellent Game & Cartoon Enterprise (approved by Jinan municipal government)
- The First Game & Cartoon Enterprise passed 3 level audit (municipal, provincial and national)
- The First Game & Cartoon Enterprise passed Software Authentication (approved by Information Industry Hall)
- The First Director of Jinan Game & Anime association
- Excellent Show Award of The Third Shangdong Cultural Industry Fair
3. Equipment and Environment

At present, we have over 200 sets of computer for development, including DELL/IBM/HP 3D CG workstation and MULTIBRIDGE non-linear editing system.

With the technique support platform of Qilu Software Park, we have 3D CG Renderfarm (100 nodes, XeonE5345 2.33Gx2) and IBM/ SUN/ HP small computers/cluster computers which are used for 3D Animation rendering and graphics calculation.
4. **Preferential policies offered by the national government**

- Haishui gain “double software “certificate. It will be free from business income tax both next year. It will hand in business income tax from the third year to the fifth year at half of the tax rate.

- Movie and TV cartoon and game products produced by Haishui are recognized by the state as “software product”. After value-added tax collection at the national tariff of 17%, the part of value-added tax whose tax burden is over 3% will enjoy the drawback policy of value-added tax.

- The government provides subsidy for the technical training on the employees of Haishui.

- The government gives Our company full work land and the development equipment support;
5. Industrial developing pattern

“Combination of production, learning and research” between Haishui and Shandong Zhicheng Technical College

To improve quality of talents in cartoon and game industry and remove the bottleneck of scale development, Haishui and Shandong Zhicheng Technical College have cooperated to cultivate talents in cartoon and game since 2004.

After years of efforts along the two man lines of industrial development and talent education, a sound developing structure with combination of production, learning and research in cartoon and game industry has formed which takes industrial development as the leading role, cultivation of professionals and construction of the college as assistance, and human resources as support.
6. Components of core technology of Haishui

- Technology in 3D/2D cartoon movie: including 3D modeling, texture, 3D/2D animation, 3D/2D effects, materials, light, concept design & background painting rendering and late-stage combination.
3D Character Display
English oursourcing work--fireman
Our 3D works: Light of Olympia
Our Original 3D Animation--Young Yue Fei
Digital City & Construction Roaming
Product Animation & Corporate Video
Technology in Game Art:
We are a game development outsourcing services supplier too.

Services we supply include Flash Actionscript & C++ & Character Modelling & Texturing; Environment Modelling & Texturing; hard-surface (Vehicle) Modelling & Texturing and Animation, Rendering and a lot more.
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Technology in Chinese Ink Animation:

We have core technology in making 3D CG Chinese Ink Animation include: modeling, mapping, rendering and late-stage combination, as well as unique production process; it enjoys advantages in presentation of characters and plots performance.
3D Chinese Ink Animation character & setting
3D Chinese Ink Animation character & setting
Technology in online game development: massive multiplayer online 2D/3D games and Flash Web games.
The Games we did
8. Human resources Advantages

Haishui has staffs over 100, 10 of them are administrating and marketing personnel; about 20 are engaged in planning, project management and technique; more than 60 are personnel in production and development.

Haishui' largest team is specialized in CG art production. Our artists have all received formal art training in leading Art institutions, complemented by training and professional experience on 2D and 3D software tools.

Haishui' designers and project managers have rich outsourcing experience. Besides, we have sufficient channels and capabilities for designing, marketing, technique, project management and government relation in the area of domestic large-scale animation movie and games.
Game Art

- Electronic Arts Shanghai Subsidiary company
- USA LampLight studio
- Ubisoft (Montreal)
- Zombie Flesh Eaters
- IO Interactive
- USA Gmae Vision Corporation
- EUTECHNYX LIMITED
- NHN CHINA
- Shanghai Artcodiing Co., Ltd

Animation

- 3D Labz Animation Ltd
- China Digital Science and Technology Museum
- Shandong Association For Science And Technology
- Dutch Jaludo Group BV
- Shanghai digital science and technology museum
Advertisement Animation

- CCTV / SDTV / JNTV
- Chinese Communist Party Shandong Provincial party committee Propaganda department
- Shanghai Shimao Group
- Shandong Province Zibo Municipal government
- Shandong city and countryside plan design research institute
- Asian Animation Industry Organism (JAPAN)
- China Association for Sci. and Tech., USA Great NewYork Chapter
- Taiwan economical industry bureau
- Shandong Publishing Group
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